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Executive Summary 

Accounting is a broad subject in a world of finance, the accounting process and financial 

transaction differ from one business to another. The Taj Indian Kitchen Australia is one of the 

unique Indian-Middle Eastern fusion cuisine restaurants. It has earned its place as one of the top 

trending travel and eateries in Roma, Queensland, Australia. Despite being just a startup and a 

small business, their business model is not weak; rather one of the most clever business strategies 

pulled to optimize profits, simplify accounting process and daily recordings and doing the business 

by spreading the love. It is a startup business, which is the very first halal restaurant in Roma, 

Queensland, Australia. The business started its journey with the concept of being the first halal 

restaurant in the city, through which they got the first movers advantage. Abdul Kareem, the 

founder of Taj Indian Kitchen and the head chef of the restaurant is the sole entrepreneur of the 

business. Since the business is new to the world of restaurant business and comparatively a small 

business, therefore they maintain daily recording system under the supervision of Abdul Kareem. 

Hence it becomes easier to find out any error, if made, in the whole accounting system 
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Taj Indian Kitchen: An Overview of the organization 

The Taj Indian Kitchen is a small restaurant business in Queensland Australia in the Northeast of 

the country bordered by the Northern Territory. The restaurant is still in the startup stage as it is 

new and just started this year in the early March, 2018.  It is an Indian restaurant serving Halal 

Indian cuisine from Bread & Rice to Desi Desserts & Tea to traditional South Indian Entrée, 

curries and vegetarian courses. As it is a small restaurant business, the organizational structure is 

quite different from any other regular business, as restaurants tend to have a day in, day out 

bookings. They do not serve at bookings or reservation, however they are planning it by the end 

of 2018. They cook everything fresh out of the kitchen/oven and serves it while it is crisp. Mr. 

Abdul Kareem Uddin is the Head Chef of the kitchen and cooks almost everythings by himself.; 

with him, he has a few employees to help doing regular chores, like setting up the kitchen, serving, 

customer management, quality control, kitchen help, associate chefs, accountants, etc. Their 

recipes are as much authenticated royal as it can be. Taj symbolizes the crown of a royal during 

the Mughals, hence the rich meals and cooking are at the era are rejuvenated at this restaurant with 

modern touches. 
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Introduction 

This case study is based on the accounting process and analysis of transactions on The Taj Indian 

Kitchen, which is situated in McDowell, Roma, Queensland, Australia. The Taj Indian Kitchen is 

a startup restaurant business opened by the Head Chef Mr. Abdul Kareem Uddin himself, who is 

from India and as to provide comforting halal desi food; he initiated the business keeping in mind 

the needs of the community and their well-being by serving them the best delicious halal-healthy 

foods. Their accounting transactions are a day to day bookkeeping of inventories, supplies, and 

sales and then the fixed amount of deliveries, employee salaries, restaurant rent, taxes, utility bills, 

etc. Also quarterly, they have to bring in an inspector for quality and hygiene inspection, which is, 

an international policy for every restaurant business in the developed countries. They also have 

seasonal menus and schedule system for customer availability and time orientation and festival 

offers time to time to attract customers and bring in more cash flow. The restaurant business is a 

tough business, hence continuous renovation, noting customer feedback, following the economy 

also while keeping the quality is onerous. As the restaurant menu is targeted towards a fusion of 

middle-eastern and Indian cuisine, they have to maintain the authentic cooking style and tastes to 

match the richness. The living cost in Australia is quite expensive and the weather is comparatively 

hot than the Asian region hence, they need to mind that too while strategizing their business model. 

They have special Kebabs and vegetarian meals for health-conscious foodies and cater to another 

category of foods depending on the occasion. 
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Objectives 

 

The primary objectives of this report/case are to accounting recording and analysis of transactions 

of restaurant businesses in Australia. It also includes the policies, trend, and strategies 

implemented in the industry and the methods new restaurant business like the Taj Indian Kitchen 

is opting for it. As it is a broad subject, a breakdown of several objectives of the industry, economy, 

small business accounting process and lastly restaurant business process will recapitulate to the 

main topic of business transaction analyzation and accounting process of the Taj Indian Kitchen, 

Au. 

 

Objective 1: Analyzing National Economy of Australia 

In this section, I will be analyzing the economic condition and trends of Australia from 2017 

to May 2018 and its forecast, as accounting and economy are correlated. 

According Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) as of May 

2018 the economy of Australia will increase at a sturdy rate of 3%. Businesses will see 

growth, the increment in investments is expected with boosts in exports as new resource 

sector capacity comes on stream. Eventually, inflation and wages will catch up. 

It is also projected by the central bank that a hike in the cost of living at the end of the year, 

including increment in the labor force as price-wages will catch up with the pace. That 

being said, it may not affect small businesses like restaurants in the non-metro area, but the 
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consumer behavior is expected to change with the flow of the economy. A brief graphical 

projection of the economy by the central bank is given below. 

 

 

Australia: Demand, output, and prices 

 

 

2014          2015      2016      2017      2018      2019 

 
 

           Current         Percentage changes, volume  

            prices               (2015/2016 prices)  

         AUD billion      

  
 

GDP at market prices 1 611.4 2.5 2.6 2.3 2.9 3.0 

Private consumption 913.1 2.4 2.9 2.7 2.0 2.0 

Government consumption 285.4 4.3 4.2 3.8 2.9 2.0 

Gross fixed capital formation 424.0 -3.4 -2.3 3.2 3.3 3.9 

Final domestic demand 1 622.6 1.2 1.8 3.0 2.5 2.4 

Stockbuilding
1 - 0.3 0.0 0.1 -0.1 -0.4 0.0 

Total domestic demand 1 622.3 1.3 1.9 2.9 2.1 2.4 

Exports of goods and services 332.1 6.3 6.8 4.0 4.3 3.8 

Imports of goods and services 343.0 1.7 0.4 7.7 4.2 6.1 

Net exports
1 - 10.9 0.9 1.3 -0.8 0.0 -0.5 

Memorandum items       

GDP deflator _ -0.8 1.2 3.4 0.6 0.8 

Consumer price index _ 1.5 1.3 2.0 2.1 2.3 

Core inflation index
2 _ 2.1 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.2 

Unemployment rate (% of labour force) _ 6.1 5.7 5.6 5.4 5.3 

Household saving ratio, net (% of disposable income) _ 6.7 4.9 3.0 2.4 2.0 

General government financial balance (% of GDP) _ -1.1 -1.5 -0.5 -0.2 0.2 

General government gross debt (% of GDP) _ 40.6 42.2 43.0 41.3 39.2 

Current account balance (% of GDP) _ -4.7 -3.0 -2.4 -2.6 -3.0 

1. Contributions to changes in real GDP, actual amount in the first column. 

2. Consumer price index excluding food and energy. 
      

Source:  OECD Economic Outlook 103 database.       
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Objective 2: Current Status of the industry 

Here the trend of the restaurant market, consumer pool, habit and all the essentials 

regarding the Food industry is going to be analyzed. 

As it is visible from the previous research/objective that growth is adamant and there is 

less likely that the Restaurant or Food industry is going to be affected by it. As lifestyle is 

changing in an ever so busy and productive economy, consumers now turn to restaurants 

more than ever to save time on preparation and hang out and enjoy the social life while 

consuming at the restaurants. Changing social trends and growing economy in the past five 

years is leading the restaurant industry to a solid growth, for which more and more 

restaurants are popping up in Australia comparing to fast food joints. People of Australia 

loves to sit, enjoy the comforts of a restaurant, consume while socializing or even working. 

Which not only increase productivity but also contributing to the economy immensely. As 

a result, the industry is expected to see an annualized growth of 3.5% over the five years 

through 2017-18, to $20.1 billion. However, industry revenue is anticipated fall by 0.5% 

in the current year, due to limited consumer spending on industry services caused by falling 

discretionary incomes and negative consumer sentiment. Consumer demand for quality 

food and dining experiences has fueled industry revenue growth over the past five years. 

Industry Threats & Opportunities 

 The growth in revenue is being inflamed by the rising consumer demand of quality 

food and the interior dining designs with unique experiences. 

 The restaurant operators are being influenced to change the interior design and 

renovate their restaurants due to the change in behavior of the consumers. 

 The industry revenue growth is expected to be driven by the consumers’ evolving 

demand for unique fashionable venues.  

Objective 3: Small Business Accounting Process in Australia Esp. Restaurants 

The structure and process of small and large business are like David and Goliath. 

Hence, the strategy is also different from each one. Each category of business has a 

different approach. 
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Every restaurant needs a set of reports for the daily, weekly, monthly, and annual 

monitoring of the financial health of the business.  

Daily sales report: Every single restaurant should have a daily sales report. The daily sales 

report is your quintessential end-of-day report that measures costs, sales, and future sales. 

Revenue (sales, tax, tips, and credit card fees) are reconciled against settlement (accounts 

receivable, cash and credit card deposits, discounts and coupons, gift certificates 

redeemed). The result is either cash over or short – but in an ideal world, you are at zero.  

What it shows:  

 How much I made that day 

 How much I comped that day 

Chart of accounts: When it comes to restaurant accounting, the chart of accounts 

categorizes the money you spend and receive. The chart of accounts records high-level 

transactions like revenue, expenses, assets, liabilities, cost of goods sold, and equity. Each 

of these buckets is further classified into smaller ones, such as meat costs, alcohol costs, 

staff wages, marketing, utilities, laundry, etc. 

Accounting software aggregates chart of accounts, which automatically populates reports 

with the correct information.  

 What it shows:  

 An overview of the major financial reports, like the income statement, balacesheet 

and the cash flow statements.  

 A high-level point of reference when comparing numbers to industry averages and 

keeping track of expenses. 

Income ( P&L) statement: The income statement goes by many names: profit and loss 

statement, statement of earnings, or statement of operations. Income statement reflects 

sales and costs and reconciles items like sales volume, food costs, labor costs, operating 

costs, and profits.  
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Owner and the accountant can use their income statement to review the total revenue and 

expenses of the business over a period of time. 

 

What it shows:  

 An overall profitability health check.  

 A guiding post to drive business decisions (cut costs, identify ways to increase 

revenue, or change business strategy) 

Cash flow statement: Cash comes in, and goes out. Your cash flow report (or statement 

of cash flows) tracks the flow of cash. When cash comes in, it is called “cash in” or 

“inflow”. When cash goes out, it is called “cash out” or “outflow”. Cash flow statements 

list the state of business operations, investments, debt, and financing. 

 What it shows:  

 How much money one has on hand, currently 

 Operating cash flow: whether one is able to generate enough positive cash flow to 

maintain or grow the business’s operations or whether one should seek external 

financing 

 Balance sheet: A balance sheet lists all the assets, liabilities, and equity. Assets are things 

one’s own, like equipment, inventory, and straight cash. Liabilities are things like vendor 

bills and restaurant equipment loans.  

 The balance sheet also shows one’s equity, so is net worth; it is what is left over at the end 

of the day when assets are subtracted from liabilities. A negative number means I owe more 

money than I actually have. My goal? Make the number positive. This could mean reducing 

operating costs or finding ways to generate more income to cover debts.  

 What it shows you:  

 My actual financial position 

 My debt load 
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 Revenue report: Revenue reports display total expected revenue for a period and how the 

revenue is split between food and drink. I can use revenue reports as a financial projection 

tool to anticipate how much revenue I will generate in the future.  

  

While long-term trend analysis is important, one should also log revenue reports on the 

daily and weekly. I can also use my revenue reports to show how to set realistic sales targets 

and evaluate operations. What it shows:  

 My total revenue 

 Average revenue per table, per customer 

 Average number of receipts and tables  

Controllable costs report: My controllable costs are the restaurant expenses I can control. 

Controllable costs reports are responsible for tracking my food and beverage inventory and 

my labor so that I can determine my operating margin and calculate my prime cost – an 

essential KPI for every restaurateur. What it shows:  

 Labor and food costs 

 Daily and weekly cost monitoring   

 Cost increases to inventory or labor 

 

Financial forecast: Financial forecast gives a rough estimate of how much revenue will 

generate in the future. Financial forecast uses one’s total revenue, gross profit, and 

operating profit percentage to show how much I am spending on controllable expenses and 

non-controllable expenses – and the profit left over.  

What it shows:  

 Current fiscal conditions  

 Estimated future revenue  
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 Bookkeeping Processes 

 Restaurant accounting is also made up of essential bookkeeping processes that keep one’s 

business running. While he/she will most likely hire an accountant or bookkeeper to handle 

most of these processes, here is what one needs to know so I am at least speaking the 

language.  

 Account reconciliation: Account reconciliation proves that I have accounted for all 

transactions and that the amount of cash in your checking account is actually correct. Note 

that modern accounting software can automate account reconciliation.  

 To reconcile accounts:  

 Look at all recorded financial transactions.  

 Comparing my records against bank statements, credits cards, and other financial 

transactions to ensure the records match. I am also checking to see if my 

transactions made it from the customer’s hand to the bank. 

 My accountant or bookkeeper will reconcile all bank accounts, payroll liabilities, 

credit accounts, loans, lines of credit, and financing sources. 

 Reconciling accounts keeps me aware of lost checks, incorrect deposits, or cash variances. 

Account reconciliation also catches accounting errors and keeps track of my transactions. 

Accounts payable: Accounts payable is a bookkeeping process that handles paying 

invoices from vendors and suppliers, including food inventory. A locked down accounts 

payable process allows one to pay the bills on time and without error so that the restaurant’s 

inventory shipments remain on schedule.  

 The owner should always reconcile accounts payable before putting my invoices into my 

accounting software. To do this, I can use a process known as the “Three Way Match.” 

First, looking at the restaurant’s purchase order, then my receiving order, and finally, the 

vendor invoice. Make sure that what was ordered was fulfilled, and the amount owed is 

correct. Once complete, you can proceed with paying the invoice. 
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 Payroll: Payroll is responsible for calculating and distributing employees’ paychecks. 

Payroll also keeps a financial record of deductions, bonuses, vacation, sick time, and 

overtime.  

 Every employee has a record of their pay, which is included in year-end reports and other 

financial statements.  

 Some things one should know about payroll:  

 Payroll is complex and time-consuming 

 Not every employee will be paid the same: some are paid an hourly rate, another 

by salary 

 Payroll must also track hours and tips  

 His/her business will need to withhold various taxes and manage deductions  

 Owner going to want to hire an expert to do payroll – trust us  

  

Key performance indicators (KPIs) 

Finally, one’s restaurant’s success will be measured against key performance indicators. 

KPIs are what one will obsess over as a business owner – they dictate the financial outlook 

of your restaurant.  

 Here is the ultimate list of restaurant business KPIs one may lose sleep over. 

 Prime costs: Prime costs are one of the most important KPIs for restaurateurs. Prime costs 

account for all the costs required to produce and distribute one’s product. For every dollar 

that comes in, the prime cost is the amount of that dollar that goes to people (owner’s staff) 

and product (restaurant’s menu items).  

 This is the formula for prime costs:  

 Cost of Goods Sold (CoGS) + Total Labor Cost = Prime Cost  

 Ideal prime cost ratio: 55%–60%  

Then there is CoGS and CoGS ratio, the  
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the formula for Cost of goods sold (CoGS): 

 [Beginning Inventory of F&B] + [Purchases] – [Ending Inventory] = CoGS for the period  

Breakeven point: Breakeven point represents how much revenue one needs to earn to 

cover their expenses.  

 This is the formula for breakeven point: 

 Total Fixed Costs ÷ ( (Total Sales - Total Variable Costs) / Total Sales) 

=  Breakeven Point  

 OR  

 Fixed Costs / (1-(Variable Costs/Sales)) = Breakeven Point  

Ideal breakeven point: a surplus! 

Objective 4: Accounting process and transaction analysis of the Taj Indian Kitchen 

This is the final and core objective of all the research which leads to understanding the 

business and process. 

As Taj Indian Kitchen is a startup restaurant, it has done and still doing over the expectation 

at initial days. As it is a fairly small business, it gets the advantage of avoiding some human 

resource issues. The work of the restaurant is pretty simple. In an ordinary day, they start 

by getting the supplies from locals at around 5 am. Then they strategize their whole day 

schedule like (cooking, cleaning, bookkeeping, employee attendance, expected customers, 

etc.) As it is a walk-in restaurant at the moment, they do not have to work around a lot for 

bookkeeping and transactions. They accept card transaction and cash too. For inventories, 

they have to prepare it daily, weekly, even monthly depending on the inventories. Not all 

the edible food stays fresh for a longer period hence the variation. After the morning supply 

is done, they prepare a special recipe for the day to compliment customers with a random 

chef special. The food prices are quite affordable in and around $20 AUD. The restaurant 

has a manager who takes care of the customers, waiters to take orders and a 

cashier/bookkeeper for the day to manage the transaction. Eventually, the owner checks 

the book after the restaurants closing for recording journals. According to one of the 
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manager, their estimated daily sales is around two to three thousand AUD depending on 

the weather or the season. Like in Ramadan, their sales were lower than any other average 

month. So, to sum up, their accounting process: 

 A budget is structured for a particular week/month 

 Supplies are purchased accordingly and subtracted from the budget 

 Transactions are done on daily basis based on CoGP and CoGS 

 The transaction is done either by cash or on credit 

 Rent, deliveries, utility bills, taxes, salaries are fixed 

 Bookkeeping is done at the end of the day and weekly basis 

 Profits are reinvested to renovate and change the restaurant according to demands 

and season. 

In addition they maintain detailed and comprehensive report of the following accounting 

processes: 

 Monthly comprehensive sales ledger 

 Monthly Cost analysis report 

 Monthly ending inventory report 

 Monthly sales analysis report 

 Monthly stock variation report 

 Monthly Stocktake report 

 Monthly Item Yield summary 

 Quaterly promo report 
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Methodology 
 

The first objective of the report is researched to establish a baseline of the research country’s 

economy. Because to analyze any business’ accounting process and transaction analysis, it needs 

to be compared to a benchmark for accomplishment. Which also helps to analyze any particular 

industry or business. There is a saying that small businesses are the backbone of a nation, as they 

carry most of the revenue of a country. 

The objective of the second analysis was done to apprehend the overview of the industry we are 

researching, as it simplifies lots of complexities, calculations, and decisions being taken by any 

particular business. For example, the growth of an industry does not necessarily mean the growth 

of all the business in that industry, so depending on the uniformity of the data and the methods 

they are interpreted clarifies the economic pattern of an industry. 

The third objective was the most important objective, as depending on this our primary objective 

is accomplished. In this portion, how small business works, special the accounting process of 

restaurants is explained briefly in detail. Not only that how bookkeeping is done is also shortly 

explained at the end of the accounting process. 

Lastly, in the fourth objective, it is explained based on the points of the third objective, that which 

structure the Taj Indian Kitchen is following. 

 

As this is a case study and a research report, all of the data which have been collected is from 

secondary reliable sources and also from the restaurant itself. 
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Findings 

 

As the restaurant is a startup, hence the findings are short, such as 

 The restaurant maintain a monthly “stock variation” in details which includes 

Item, Open stock, Stock in, Transfers, Raw wastes, credits, End stocks, Usage, 

Project usage, Variance, % Difference, $ Difference, usage cost value. 

 They keep record of each of their stock which is excludes food items and is 

named as “Stocktake Sheet”. This includes, Item Number, Item Description, 

Supplier units (unit, quantity, count), Inner units (unit, quantity, count), our 

count unit (unit, quantity, count). 

 They maintain monthly Comprehensive Sales Ledger 

 They also maintains Quality Cost Analysis with the following formula: 

Actual Product Sales- Discounted meals + Employee meals + Discount meals + 

Manager Meals = Optimum Cost - Stock variation = Projected P&L cost. 

 They maintain Item Yields Summary which includes Item description, UOM, 

Optimum Yield, Current Yield, Unit Difference, $ Difference, % of Product 

Sales. 

 Monthly ending inventory report is prepared. 

 Sales analysis Report is also done on a monthly basis. 

 They maintain promo report on a quarterly basis. 
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Recommendations 
 

Taj Indian Kitchen being a startup business, is maintaining its organization in a pretty good way. 

However, every organization do have some drawback. In this three months I noticed few draw 

backs of this organization. 

 Taj Indian Kitchen do not have any software system for recording each of their 

transaction and maintaining the accounting systems. They do record their transactions in 

excel and later on this information are used for maintaining different accounting 

processes. Therefore, I would recommend them to use a specific software where they 

could gather all their information. 

 They believe on cash or card, i.e. instant payment. They do not have any credit sales 

system. Being a small business which is the appropriate system, however, credit sales 

could increase their customer in the long run. Therefore, I would recommend them to 

maintain a credit sales system.  

 Md Abdul Kareem Uddin, pays all his staffs on an hourly and daily basis. This becomes a 

problem to maintain properly maintain the wages account. Hence, I would recommend 

the business to pay its staff on a weekly basis. 

Other then these recommendation, I did not get to see any limitations, as the textbook 

concept of accounting is a bit different to actual accounting and that is also of a small 

restaurant in a developed economy/country. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Understanding basic accounting is the first step of the accounting process, once it mastered, 

bookkeeping can be followed up simply. Even though bookkeeping differs from one person to 

another. As it is a complex process, a different person does the bookkeeping in their own method 

and language to encrypt their transaction in the eye of someone who does not have enough 

knowledge of accounting recording. It was an eye-opening experience enjoying the food and 
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culture while understanding their business process and model. There is zero no error in their 

process except integration of management information system for the ease of bookkeeping and 

transactions. 
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Figure: Promo Report of June 2018 
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Figure: Accounting Summary of June 2018 
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Figure:      

Figure: Cost Analysis Report. 
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Figure: Ending Inventory report of June 2018 

 

Figure: Item Yeilds Summary of June 2018 
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Figure: Stock Variation of June 2018 
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Figure: Food Variance Report of June 2018 
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Figure: Food Variance Report of June 2018 
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Figure: Food Variation Report of June 2018 
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Figure: Promo Report of June 2018 
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Figure:Cost Analysis Report of June 2018 
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